Abstract--Executable modeling allows the models to be executed and treated as prototypes to determine the behaviors of a system. In this paper, we propose an approach for formalizing requirement models and generating executable models from them. Application activity diagrams (AADs), which are used to represent dynamic behaviors of systems in capability requirements models, are firstly formalized and saved as XML documents. Then, on the basis of these models, a mapping algorithm of translating AADs into instances of executable models for simulation is proposed. A case study is finally given to demonstrate the applicability of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Architectural analysis of Information systems (IS), such as Command, Control, Communication, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) system requirements is a hard and challenging work. Most architecture development methods, such as UK Ministry of Defence Architecture Framework (MoDAF ) [1] and US Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF ) [2] , recommend Unified Modeling Language (UML) to model the capability concepts and C4ISR requirements. DoDAF provides a set of UML meta-models to define its Meta-Model Data Groups [2] . In our early research, Capability Requirements Modeling Language (CRML) was proposed and applied to C4ISR capability requirement analysis [3] . CRML extends UML meta-model [4] [5] [3] , with the various views such as class diagrams and activity diagrams etc.
However, some problems might arise if UML is directly applied to the capability analysis. It is a semi-formal and weakly constrained modeling language. As a result, it's hard to build rigorous and formal system Weizhong Zhang PhD. Tel: +86−13851564082. E-mail: willson_zwz@163.com models. The normal UML models are not executable because they describe the dynamic behavior of models with natural language, and hence cannot be directly used to verify and validate the system behaviors in stage of analysis and design.
The popularly applied methods include Petri Net [6] [7] , executable UML (xUML) [8] [9] etc. But when the Petri Net applied, the requirements models built with UML have to be transformed into those of Petri Net, and some part of model information might be lost during the transformation due to the different model semantics. xUML is designed to describe the software behavior from the view of program execution and cannot directly applied to describe the behavior of the models of system requirements and architecture unless the modeling semantics are refined and the action semantics are redefined.
In this paper, we suggest a method of generating an executable model for requirements validation by providing action semantics of domain models, focusing on the domain of C4ISR system architectures. Firstly, a capability meta-concept model is provided extending the UML constructs. Then, an algorithm mapping Application activity diagrams (AADs) to simulation instances is proposed. And, a case study is given to show the final executable codes and demonstrate the applicability of the method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the research background, including architectural modeling and simulating methods. Section III describes the language of capability requirement modeling and the extending method of AADs. Section IV gives an explicit and formalized definition of AADs. Section V discusses in detail the algorithm of generating executable capability requirement models. Section VI demonstrates the applicability of the method by analyzing a Missile Intercept example.
II. RELATED WORK
An enterprise is one or more organizations sharing a definite mission, goals and objectives to offer an output such as a product or a service [10] . There are many different approaches to enterprise system engineering and integration, which leads to various enterprise architecture frameworks, such as Generalized Enterprise Reference Architecture and Methodology (GERAM) [11] , Zachman Framework [12] , DoDAF [2], The Open Group Architectural Framework (TOGAF) [13] , Treasury Enterprise Architecture Framework (TEAF) [14] , etc.
Among them, the DoDAF provides an architectural modeling methodology for defense information system, nowadays referred to C4ISR system [15] [16] . Such mission-critical systems are growing in complexity as more computing devices are networked together to help automate tasks previously done by human operators [17] , which brings tremendous difficulties in system engineering and integration. The system engineers have to pay great efforts on simulation to validate the built architecture models.
The architecture models and simulation models are usually built in different ways, because the architecture modeling aims at capturing higher level of system requirements and the modeling paradigms usually lack of rigorous and executable semantics. One of the popular solutions is to find semantic mappings between the two different modeling paradigms and transform the architecture models into the simulation models. As for building DoDAF executable architecture models, the research community focuses on mapping between UML and Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) modeling.
Wagenhals et al. [18] provide a description of an architecting process based on the object-oriented UML. They describe a mapping between the UML implementations and an executable model based on Colored Petri-nets, focusing on the UML Sequence Diagram (OV6c), the UML Collaboration Diagram (OV5b) and the Class Diagram (OV5a-with extensions). Ziegler and Mittal [19] describe the translation of DoDAF compliant architectures into DEVS simulations by providing a set of DoDAF foundational Views and related UML diagrams for construction of DEVS-based simulations. Mittal et al [20] describe a means for semantically strengthening the critical OV-6a Rules Model, through application of Domain Meaning, Units of Measure (UOM), and formatting to domain specific rules, thereby removing ambiguity and aiding in translation of static to dynamic architectures. Risco-Martin et al. [21] describe the essential mappings between UML and DEVS modeling, focusing on the UML Structure and Behavior models that contribute to the development of a DEVS-based system model. Those UML models are the Component Diagram, the State Machine, the Sequence Diagram, and the Timing Diagram. Andrade et al [22] present the methodology for mapping System Modeling Language (SysML) activity diagram to time Petri-net.
III. CAPABILITY REQUIREMENT MODELING

A. Capability Meta-concept Model
The Capability meta-concept model, as shown in Fig.1 , defines the capability ontology of C4ISR systems [3] , which contains basic concepts that describe C4ISR system architecture. Those concepts include OperationalNode, OperationalEntity, Activity, Mission, Capability, Information, etc.
Fig.1 Capability meta-concept model
From the architectural viewpoint, the concept OperationalNode defines a logic node which possesses capabilities for completing a mission. The communication requirements between nodes are specified by the needlines, and exchanging Information associated with the needlines describes the contents of communication. Capability describes the resources, such as information systems, weapon platforms and materials, which are owned by an operational node and which are required for a mission. OperationalEntity describes the participants of activities. The operational entities are the main component of an operational node which executes activities. Activity describes a number of operations to realize a mission. Mission defines a business goal and task details of an enterprise.
B. Application Activity Diagrams
The behavior of a C4ISR system is specified in an Application Activity Diagram model and it is the main concern of the paper. Such model is built with a UML paradigm which extends UML 2.1 constructs of Class Diagram and Activity Diagram with the meta-concepts of capability ontology. It describes which operational nodes participate in the activities to realize the mission goals, what activities are executed in the course and their time sequences, what capabilities are required, and so on.
With UML profile idea, we define new stereotypes of UML2.1 constructs according to the meta-concept model. Fig.2 reflects the UML extension mechanism, where the Class at Meta Object Facility (MOF) level is elaborated as the meta-concepts such as <<OperationalNode>> etc. Tab.1 reflects the UML extension, where the Class is extended by the meta-concept OperationalNode and denotes an operational node. ONAttribute defines the property of an operational node, and extended from MetaClass Class::Attribute. ONCapabilty, extending the meta-concept Capability, defines the capability property of an operational node and extends Class::Attribute of UML MOF. 
IV. FORMALIZATION OF MODELS
To describe dynamic behaviors of well-built models in detail, we propose a method of model formalization, which will profit models simulating.
In an AAD, there are usually five types of basic elements: Swimlane, Activity, Capability, Info and Flow. Therefore, an AAD can be defined as follows: Activity SAct to destination Activity DAct and the guard Condition. The later decides the way of the execution of several actions by controlling the execution sequence of actions. A Join can be described as a tuple, j-n = < Activity, n, JOIN>. If all Activity nodes complete, then n is invoked. A Fork can be described as a tuple, f-n = (n, Activity). If n completes, then every Activity node is invoked. A Decision can be described as a tuple, d-n = (n, (c1,n1)… (cn, nn )). If n completes, and the Decision condition ci is true, then Activity node ni is invoked. When Decision node is invoked, only one Decision condition is true among c1… cn. We have defined all the model elements in an AAD. Now, we can save the AADs with XML documents format, which holds well reusability, expansibility and readability and prepares for simulating. The formalization models are shown as following format: <ActivityDiagram> <CapabilityList> <Capability ID="" Name=" "> <CapValue Name=" " Type=" " Value="" /> … < /CapabilityList> < InfoList> <Info ID="" Name="" ReceiveNode=""> < InfoValue Name=" " Type=" " Value="" /> … < /InfoList> <ActivityList> <Activity ID="" Name="" Capability="" Input ID=""> <Event Condition="" Act="" Output=""> … < /ActivityList> <FlowList> <Flow ID="" SAct="" DAct="" Info="" Condition=""/> </FlowList> <SwimlaneList> <Swimlane ID="" Name=""> <Element ID="" Type="" Position="" Nested="" /> … </SwimlaneList> </ActivityDiagram>
V. TRANSLATE AADS INTO INSTANCES FOR SIMULATION
Having made the UML extension and defining the domain modeling semantics, we can translate AAD models into simulation instances for requirements validation. An algorithm is provided as follows
Step 1: Each Swimlane in AAD is translated into a simulation instance of OperationalNode.
Step 2: Each Activity within the Swimlane is translated into the instance of an ONActivity.
Step 3: For each Activity, the object inflow is regarded as its input and the object outflow is regarded as its output. The input and output, which are instantiated by the Class stereotyped with Information, are treated as parameters and return values for the operation invocation. The nodes Decision, Fork and Join are respectively processed through following steps:
Step 3.1: The output of an Activity before the Decision is considered as the outflow of the Decision node.
Step 3.2: Identify concurrent processes for the activities following the Fork, which can be realized with reload mechanism.
Step 3.3: All inflow of the Join is considered as input parameters of the Activity following the Join.
Step 4: Every Capability is translated into an ONCapability of the OperationalNode that owns it.
Step 5: The Start node sends initialization information which triggers the other activities execution.
The Tab.2 shows the mappings between ADD modeling constructs and generated simulation instances. Applying a programming language, the simulation program can be generated from those instances. After translating AADs into instances, we are prone to use proper OO programming languages to realize and execute them. For example, C# language is used to construct the Class templets of OperationalNode, Capability and Info, as show in Fig.3 . 
VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF MODEL SIMULATION
We take an example to illustrate implementation of the simulation instances. Fig.4 shows an AAD model of the activity of missile interception for the air defense system.
The swimlanes of the Activity Diagram represent operational nodes. For example, XXX MInterceptON is an instance which is defined by the class MissileIntercepNode and owns a capability of CapabilityOfMissileIntercept which has valued properties EffectiveRange (type: int, value: 100, unit: Km), FirstHitRatio (type: Float, value: 0.85), etc.
Firstly, according to the translation algorithm, the AAD can be translated into simulation instances, for example, the instances XXX MinterceptON and ONCapability are shown in Fig.5 . They look like executable programs, but are only pseudocode templates, which can not be executed. They have to be further translated into ones in a programming technology, for example, the Code Document Object Model (CodeDOM) [23] . CodeDOM is a kind of mechanism that contained in .NET Framework. It is used to generating modularization code and compiling dynamically.
In above example, the instances of OperationalNodes, ONCapabilities, ONActivities and Infos are added to the object structure in CodeDOM, including namespaces, properties, and methods and so on, which are stored in CodeCompileUnit. CodeDOM offers a compiling mechanism which can compile code objects dynamically, as Fig.6 . Therefore, the graphic models are ultimately transformed into executable models.
VII. CONCLUSION
The paper presents an approach a capability meta-concept models, for providing an executable capability modeling language to realize simulating of requirement models. The approach extends UML paradigm by adding the domain modeling constructs of DoDAF, defining the structure and semantics of operational nodes and related concepts, and building mappings between the surface grammars of AADs and the execution instances. CodeDOM in .NET Framework is used to support dynamically compiling and generating the executable capability requirement models. And, a case study is provided to show the availability of our method. The future research will be on modeling evaluation indicators of mission effectiveness for the capability requirements, generating executable models for the indicators and thereby realizing integration of simulation and evaluation for the C4ISR system. 
